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An insight into our Upright design

Mass optimisation of the uprights represents an important
area in suspension design, a lighter upright contributes
significantly to the weight of the unsprung mass. A lighter
unsprung mass has a reduced inertia meaning that the
suspension system can react faster to disturbances in the road
surface.
For CR11, mass optimisation was conducted using Inspire by
Altair. The software uses an imported CAD model (in this
instance from SolidWorks 2015) which then has material
conditions applied, this year the uprights were manufactured
using BS L169 aluminium casting alloy.
What Inspire allowed the suspension team to do was to apply
different loading cases onto the structure depending on the
loading condition and run an optimisation sequence. The
preferred optimisation setting resulted in an optimised upright
with the maximum possible stiffness, this is to prevent positive
or negative camber gain when under load.

Through Inspire it is possible to export the resulting geometry back to the original CAD

software to produce a finished design. In the case of CR11 following from a couple of

hitches when running the software initially, it was decided to use the resulting Inspire

geometry as a design concept to advance the design of the uprights. The result being

that the uprights for CR11 are extremely resistant to lateral deflection following

confirmation through finite element analysis software.



Carbon Chassis Incoming?

45ᵒ mitred foam corner joint- exploded view flat panel using Rohacell
71IG-F foam core

In the search of weight reduction, and therefore performance, a switch to a carbon

composite chassis for the 2015-16 season has been proposed. The carbon composite

chassis is manufactured from a sandwich of pre-impregnated Carbon fibre and a Rohacell

foam core supplied by Emkay Plastics.

Previous work has investigated the feasibility of manufacture; structural panel strength

and also insert design and testing. Cardiff Racing have also now investigated the

manufacture of the corner joints necessary for forming the monocoque chassis.

Previous research found that typically 3-6 plies of carbon are required to provide the

panel strength for competition regulations. Unlike an aluminium honeycomb sandwich

panel, it is not possible to use the standard ‘cut and fold’ manufacturing technique as this

requires the skin to be able to bend, this is not possible where 3-6 carbon plies are used.

As such, the carbon joint design uses fewer plies at the joint to allow flexibility and more

plies across the panel to provide strength.

Two designs were trialled, one using a mitred foam core, another

using a Nomex honeycomb core which can be deformed to 45ᵒ

after manufacture. Once the flat panels are created, they are

formed to 45ᵒ and cut into test panels. Tensile testing of the

panels was completed in an identical nature to previous

aluminium joint test to allow for a direct comparison.



Carbon Chassis Cont.

The 2 types of joints failed in very different ways. The Nomex honeycomb joint failed by
buckling of the weaker outer skin, whilst the mitred joint failed due to core shear failure.

The results found that a mitred 45ᵒ joint using 110 IG-F foam and 3 plies of carbon fibre
generated an increase of the maximum bending moment to mass ratio of 36% with a 30g
weight saving per specimen when compared to previous aluminium equivalents. It was
found that joints of equivalent strength to previous aluminium construction can be
achieved with 71 IG-F and 6 plies of carbon fibre.

Supplementary to this, investigation was made into understanding the material
behaviour of the foam core and the carbon-foam composite. As such a numerous tensile,
torsion and compression tests were completed upon the foam.

With these results, initial investigation has been
completed into the simulation of a carbon foam
composites sandwich panels. This work will be
necessary for the Formula Student chassis structural
equivalency submission required to meet the
competition safety standards.

Comparison of 
model and 
experimental 
collapse of Rohacell
foam core in 
compression



Driver Aid Development
In previous years the team and the
drivers at Cardiff Racing have very little
information about their speed or the
current gear. Previously drivers had to
listen to the engine to know when to
change gear, and then count up/down
in their head to know which gear they
were in. This is obviously not ideal when
concentrating on racing.

This year Cardiff Racing have partnered with National Instruments and have been
implementing their myRIO with custom software to get it talking with the MoTeC. We’ve
also been working on some other projects with the National Instruments kit, but that’s
another newsletter story.
Our myRIO based smart data-logger plays a key part of the overall project - enabling a
simple method of extracting strain measurements, while also allowing for active
monitoring of the vehicles systems. This ensures that new vehicle designs are based-off
of real world data - not just theoretical calculations and simulation models as past cars
have used.

A National Instruments myRIO 1900 was
selected for use as the controller for
this application. With a mass of only
193g and dimensions of 88.6 x 24.7 x
136.6 mm, the myRIO is a truly compact
controller. It also has a sufficient
number of analogue, digital inputs &
outputs for our requirements.
National Instruments offered invaluable
support with any technical challenges
we encountered. A comparison to
‘LEGO’ may be the closest thing for
someone who has never used LabVIEW
before; using “building blocks” to create
powerful software is both intuitive and
very addictive!
For more info on this project please see:
https://decibel.ni.com/content/docs/D
OC-42796



Cardiff Racing visit Grangetown
This month, the team visited St Patrick’s RC
Primary School in grangetown, Cardiff to
demonstrate careers they can aspire to when
‘grown up’. 300 students took part, aged 5 to
11 years to talk to staff and students and
examine a real student built racing car.
Key parts of the car; tyres, brakes, suspension,
and chassis, were explained. How brakes work,
how fast the car is, and what materials are
used to make the car light and fast. This
technical information is explained in terms the
children can understand eg brakes work like
crab claws grasping a spinning disc, or the
weight of a car is equal to two elephants while
our car is an elephants leg.

Throughout the day the school students also got to ask lots of questions and were also
able to sit in the car in the driver’s seat and try on the safety helmets. The Cardiff Racing
team also showed the students inside the car engine and explained how that works.
As well as hands on interaction and demonstrations, maths and science were also part
of the presentation and the children were told how we need to do “hundreds of sums”
in order to build the car, and use our knowledge of science to select materials.
To end the day, the school pupils were all given a poster and a colouring activity sheet
designed by the team.

Each pupil has been asked
to draw a design for a
paper car and the winners,
will win a set of Lego. All
cars are on display within
our University though.
We are still on the look out
for more ‘Little Dragons’
from sponsors for our show
car though. Please send
your quick sketch to:
sponsorship.cardiffracing@
gmail.com



Back at the Paddock
May is exam season within University. Our team have been working hard
revising, but with a car to build there will be little time off now as the build
starts to really push ahead. The chassis has had a lovely vinyl from Popin
Graphics, and parts are being bolted on left, right and centre. Many thanks to
Silicon hoses for our new brake lines, Tritech for casting our new uprights and
Altair for the software used to design them. Take a look at what has been
happening lately. Also come check out our stand in St David’s shopping
Centre, Cardiff, on June 13th!



More Photos








